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Schoolyard Ecosystem Overview 

Purpose 

This Powerful Classroom Assessment (PCA) was created to: 

a. Fill the current need for sample field investigation MSP items and scenarios at 5th 
grade.  

b. Raise awareness of the presence of field investigation standards in the Washington State 
Science Learning Standards. 

c. Remind us of the multiple ways of doing science and gathering scientific evidence.  
d. Encourage us to go outside and do some science. 

 

How is a Field Investigation different from a Controlled Investigation? 
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Classroom science often overemphasizes experimental investigation in which students actively 

manipulate variables and control conditions. In studying the natural world, it is difficult to actively 

manipulate variables and maintain “control” and “experimental” groups, so field investigation scientists 

look for descriptive, comparative, or correlative trends in naturally occurring events. Many field 

investigations begin with counts (gathering baseline data). Later, measurements are intentionally taken 

in different locations (e.g., urban and rural, or where some natural phenomenon has created different 

plot conditions), because scientists suspect they will find a difference. In contrast, in controlled 

experiments, scientists begin with a hypothesis about links between variables in a system. Variables of 

interest are identified, and a “fair test” is designed in which variables are actively manipulated, 

controlled, and measured in an effort to gather evidence to support or refute a causal relationship. 

From Field Investigations: Using Outdoor Environments to Foster Student Learning and Scientific 

Processes (2009) 
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Teacher Guide for Schoolyard Ecosystem 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. (Day 1) Model the test conditions  do the 7-item scenario 

 Distribute copies of the test scenario, and have students complete all 7 items in one 
sitting. 

 Don’t help students to interpret the scenario or the test items. 

 Distribute & collect papers just as in a testing situation. 

 Discuss the testing conditions and formats, but not the answers. 

2. (Day 2) Discuss the multiple choice items #1,2,5,6  Don’t reveal answers until after 
discussion. 

 Use a “Think-Pair-Share” or similar discussion structure. 

 Post public notes of students’ reasons in a whole-class discussion (Praise students 
for effort and sharing their thinking, but don’t correct or praise student answers). 

 Ask how they know, how they could find out, how they could test their ideas. 

3. (Day 3-4) Discuss short answers #3 & 4  Many legitimate responses are possible! 

 Post public notes of students’ responses & reasons in a whole-class discussion. 

 Display the rubric for this item, and have students make sense of it. 

 Have pairs of students score the “sample student responses.” 
o Have students give rubric-based reasons for their scores. 
o Ask students “What’s missing in this response?” or “What’s not clear to 

you?” 

 Have students revise their own response for this item, no matter how good it already 
is. 

4. (Day 4-5) Discuss short answer #7  Many legitimate responses are possible! 

 Have students share procedures with a partner by reading the procedure aloud and 
 providing verbal feedback to each other. 

 Display the rubric for this item, and have students make sense of it. 

 Have pairs of students score the “sample student responses.” 
o Have students give rubric-based reasons for their scores. 
o Ask students “What’s missing in this response?” or “What’s not clear to you?” 

 Have students revise their own response for this item, no matter how good it is. 
o Advise students to use the existing procedure in the scenario as a model.  Be sure 

that they understand how to alter it to fit the new variables in the problem. 

 

“Schoolyard Ecosystem”  

An INQUIRY scenario, Life Science Domain 

 Standards—INQ, LS2, PS3 

 4 multiple choice (cognitive level = 1 & 2) 

 3 short answer (cognitive level = 3) 
o Write a Conclusion 
o Describe Energy Changes 
o Plan a New Procedure 
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SCHOOLYARD ECOSYSTEM 

 

Field Study Name:   
 

Sophia and Max’ just finished mapping the plants and animals in their schoolyard.  
They wonder if temperature might affect which plants and animals can be found in 
certain places.  Max asks Sophia, “Do you think the temperature is the same 
everywhere, or is it warmer in some spots and cooler in others?”  They designed a 
Field Study below. 

 
Field Study Question: 

“Which location—on the open grass, under the bushes, or on the blacktop—has the 
highest surface temperature?” 

 
Prediction: 

Under the bushes will have the highest temperature, because the bushes will keep 
the heat close to the ground underneath. 
 

Field Study Area (a map drawn by hand): 
 
 

  
Schoolyard Ecosystem 

 

 

 

( School Building ) 

 

 

 

 

 

( grassy area ) 

( bushes ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

( blacktop ) 
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Procedure: 

1. Record date, time, and area where investigation takes place (study site). 
2. Describe weather (cloudy, sunny) and site of investigation. 
3. Leave thermometer outside for five minutes to make sure first readings are accurate. 
4. Place thermometer flat on the ground in first location (black top), shade from direct 

sunlight and wait two minutes. 
5. Record the temperature in °C without picking up the thermometer. 
6. Move to the next location (on open grass), take the temperature measurement (just 

as in step 4), and record the temperature. 
7. Move to the next location (under bushes), take the temperature measurement (just 

as in step 4), and record the temperature. 
8. Repeat steps 1 through 7 on two other dates (trials 2 and 3). 

 
 
Data Collected: 

Locations – on the open grass, under the bushes, and on the blacktop 
Dates & Time – 9:00a.m, Monday, Wednesday, Friday (Nov. 14, 16, 18 – 2011). 

 
Data Table: 

Location vs. Temperature 

Location 
Temperature (oC) at 9:00a.m. 

Nov.14 Nov.16 Nov.18 Average 

On the blacktop 24 19 20 21.0 

On the open grass 21 15 18 18.0 

Under the bushes 22 16 17 18.3 
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1   Which variable was a kept the same (controlled) variable in this investigation? 

o A. The location 

o B. The time of day 

o C. The weather 

 
2 Which variable was the measured (responding) variable in this investigation? 

o A. The location 

o B. The time of day 

o C.  The temperature 
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3 Write a conclusion for this Field Study. 

In your conclusion, be sure to: 

 Answer the Field Study Question. 

 Include supporting data from the Location vs. Temperature table. 

 Explain how these data support your conclusion. 

Field Study Question:   Which location—on the open grass, under the bushes, or on 

the blacktop— has the highest surface temperature? 
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4 Describe two energy transfers that happen during the night in the Schoolyard Ecosystem.  (You 

may describe living or non-living parts of the Schoolyard Ecosystem.) 

For each energy transfer, be sure to: 

 Identify the forms of energy before and after the transfer. 

 Describe where the energy transfer happened. 

You may use words, labeled pictures, and/or labeled diagrams on the diagram below. 

 

First energy transfer at night: 

(where?) 

 

(forms of energy before and after?) 

 

 

Second energy transfer at night: 

(where?) 

 

(forms of energy before and after?) 

 

Schoolyard 
Ecosystem 

 

( School Building ) 

 

 

 

( grassy area ) 

( bushes ) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

( blacktop ) 
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5 What is the role of the grass plants in the Schoolyard Ecosystem? 

o A. Producer 

o B. Consumer 

o C. Decomposer 

 

 
6 Which is a subsystem of the Schoolyard Ecosystem? 

o A. Bushes 

o B. Slide  

o C. Bus 
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7 Plan a new field study to answer the new question in the box below.  You may use the 

blank data table (not required) to help with your procedure.

In your procedure, be sure to include:

 logical steps to do the field study 

 conditions to be compared 

 

 data to be collected 

 
 how often data should be collected and 

recorded 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New Field Study Question:  What time of day—9:00a.m., 12:00a.m., or 3:00p.m.—has 

the highest surface temperature at the top of the soil under the grass? 

Procedure: 
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Schoolyard Ecosystem PCA  
Standards Addressed & Answer Key 

 

 

 

  

Standard Item Answer Items may ask students to: C. C. format 

4-5 INQC 
Analyze an 
Investigation 

1 B (1) Identify a variable kept the same (contro
lled) in a given description of a scientific 
investigation. 

2 MC 

2 C (2) Identify the measured (responding) varia
ble in a given description of a scientific i
nvestigation. 

2 MC 

CP 

4-5 INQG 
Conclusions 
from Data 

3 SA 
 

(1) Generate a conclusion for a scientific inv
estigation, including supporting data, giv
en a description of and results from the i
nvestigation. 

3 MC 

SA 

4-5 PS3B 

Energy 

Transfer 

4 SA (1) Describe an energy transfer in a given 
system (e.g., sound energy from a source 

moves through air to a receiver, light energy 
travels from the Sun to Earth). 

2 MC 

SA 

4-5 LS2C 

Roles in Food 

Webs 

5 A (1) Identify the producer(s), consumer(s), an
d/or decomposer(s) in given food web. 

1 MC 

4-5 SYSA 

Systems & 

Subsystems 

6 A (1) Identify one or more subsystems of a 
given system (e.g., the brakes in a bike 
system, water in an earth system). 

2 MC 

4-5 INQB 

Plan an 

Investigation 

7 SA (1) Describe a plan to answer a given questi
on for a field study with the following att
ributes: 

 Conditions to be compared (manipula
ted variable) 

 Data to be collected (responding vari
able)  

 Data to be gathered and recorded fro
m multiple observations 

 Logical steps 

3 MC 

SA 
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Schoolyard Ecosystem 

(Inquiry Scenario for a Field Study) 

Item #3: Write a Conclusion (for a field study) 

Science Standard INQ-G: “Scientific explanations” (conclusions) have three qualities, (1) they 

answer the scientific question, (2) they use evidence (data) from an investigation, and (3) they 

use scientific knowledge (reasoning) to say why the explanation makes sense.  The explanation 

must also be logical (not confused or vague). 

2 Points The scientific explanation is complete.  It has all three parts: 

(1) Claim:          Answers the scientific question correctly,  

(2) Evidence:    Uses data from the investigation, and  

(3) Reasoning:  Uses scientific knowledge to say why the conclusion makes sense. 

Notes: 

 Claim  Be specific, not vague (This is NOT specific: “The number of bends 

affects the amount of sand.” This IS specific: “Increasing the number of bends 

decreases the amount of sand washed away.”) 

 Evidence  Use data from the whole range in the table (grass  blacktop).  Use 

exact data values (don’t round off). 

 Reasoning  Repeating the question or the answer to the question does not add 

your own scientific knowledge, and does not count as reasoning. 

2-Point Example: 

The blacktop had the highest temperature of the three locations. The average 
temperature on the blacktop was 21.0oC. The temperature on the grass 
averaged only 18.0 degrees, and under the bushes it was 18.3 oC. This makes 
sense because the blacktop heats up faster in the sunshine every day.  

1 Point Partial, but incomplete, scientific explanation.  Missing only one of the three qualities of a 

scientific explanation. 

0 Points Little or no understanding of scientific explanation.  Missing two or more of the three 

qualities of a scientific explanation. 

Notes: 

 Claim  If the scientific question is not answered correctly, then no points can 

be given, even if the Evidence and Reasoning are OK. 
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Schoolyard Ecosystem 

 (Inquiry Scenario with a System Question) 

Item #4: Describe Energy Transfers 

Science Standard PS3-B:  Describe an energy transfer in a given system (e.g., sound energy from a 

source moves through air to a receiver, light energy travels from the Sun to Earth). 

2 Points Name two energy transfers at night, describing the location + energy before and 

after it gets transferred: 

(1) Location:  Describe exactly where the energy transfer happens,  

(2) Energy Before and After:    Describe the energy before it gets transferred and 

then after it gets transferred.  

Notes: 

 Energy Before and After  Must name the type of energy being transferred 

(heat, light, sound, motion, etc.).  Must say how it changes (goes from ______ to 

_______). 

Examples (any two locations, with before/after for each, would get 2 points):  

Location of energy: Examples of energy transfer (before & after): 

In the grass 
 Heat is transferred from the grass to the air. 

 A bug eats the grass, moving chemical energy into the bug. 

In the bushes 

 Motion of the air is transferred to motion of leaves in the bush. 

 Motion of branches & leaves makes sound in the air. 

 Heat moves from the leaves to the air. 

On the blacktop 

 Heat energy moves from the blacktop to the air. 

 A cricket chirps, sending sound energy through the air. 

 Light travels from the moon onto the surface of the blacktop. 

The school building 
 Heat is transferred from the building to the air. 

 Light energy travels from a window onto the ground. 

 

1 Point Partial, but incomplete, location + energy transfer description. 

One Location:  Describes only one location for energy transfer + describes the energy before 

and after the energy transfer. 

Two Locations:  Two locations for energy transfer are listed, but only one description of 

energy before and after the energy transfer.  

 

0 Points Little or no understanding of energy transfers.  Has less than what’s in the description for “1 

Point” above 
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Schoolyard Ecosystem 

 (Inquiry Scenario for a Field Study) 

Item #7: Write a Procedure (for a new field study) 

Science Standard INQ-B:  Scientists plan different kinds of investigations, depending on the 

question they’re trying to answer.  Types of investigations include controlled experiments, field 

studies, etc.  The procedure for a field study has these parts: (1) Logical steps (not incomplete 

or confusing), (2) conditions to be compared (similar to manipulated variable), (3) data to be 

collected (like the measured or responding variable), (4) step-by-step procedure describing how 

to measure and record the variables, (5) repeated observations.   

2 Points The procedure is complete (or almost!).  It has four or all five parts: 

(1) Logical Steps:  Tells how to do all steps from beginning to end.  Describes how to 

make measurements.  Is not confusing.   

(2) Conditions to Compare:  Describes locations, dates, and times for making 

measurements. 

(3) Data to Collect:  Describes what is being measured (responding variable). 

(4) Recording Data:  Includes recording the data (not just “taking measurements”). 

(5) Repeated Observations:  Includes more than one observation for all conditions. 

Notes: 

 This task is to describe how to do a new procedure, NOT to predict what will 

happen. 

 Logical Steps  Be specific about what to measure (NOT good: “measure the 

temperature at 12:00.”  Good: “wait two minutes to read the temperature on the 

grass at 12:00.”) 

 Conditions to Compare  A data table with good labels can help to identify 

which variables are changed and measured.  Include all conditions for making 

measurements (location, day or date, time of day, how long to wait), and only 

one responding variable (Data to Collect). 

 Repeated Observations  A data table with spaces for repeated trials can help 

to show this.  Just saying, “Repeat” is not good enough.  Be specific about which 

steps to repeat. 

1 Point Partial, but incomplete, procedure.  Has two or three of the five parts of field study 

procedures. 

0 Points Little or no understanding of procedures.  Has none or only one of the five parts of field 

study procedures. 
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Field Investigation Resources 

 

 
Resource Summary 

Field Investigation Guide A FREE online guide developed here in Washington state. 
Provides a wonderful overview of field investigations and 
includes lesson ideas. Highly recommended! 

Taking FOSS Outdoors FOSS provides activities and extensions for doing science 
lessons outdoors. Some of the activities are better than 
others.. worth a look. 

OBIS: Outdoor Biology 
Instructional Strategies 

97 classic mini-lessons from the 1980’s that are FREE and 
available online. Good stuff here! 

Dragonfly TV  Short video clips of real scientists talking about their work 
and about how they got interested in science; 
Recommend Ariana Sutton-Grier (Ecologist) 
Carol Reiss (Marine Geologist) 
Lots of excellent video clips here. 

  

Washington State Science Resources from OSPI 

Washington Science 
Learning Standards (2009) 

Examine field investigation standards for K-1, 2-3, and 4-5. 

5th Grade Science MSP Test 
& Item Specifications 

Examine field investigation  that 5th grade students will be 
tested on.  

 

 
 

 

http://www.pacificeducationinstitute.org/workspace/resources/field-investigation-guide-updated-april-2009.pdf
http://www.fossweb.com/news/taking_foss_outdoors.html
http://www.outdoorbiology.com/
http://www.outdoorbiology.com/
http://pbskids.org/dragonflytv/index.html
http://pbskids.org/dragonflytv/scientists/scientist56.html
http://pbskids.org/dragonflytv/scientists/scientist33.html
http://k12.wa.us/Science/pubdocs/WAScienceStandards.pdf
http://k12.wa.us/Science/pubdocs/WAScienceStandards.pdf
http://k12.wa.us/Science/TestSpecs/Grade5TestandItemSpec.pdf
http://k12.wa.us/Science/TestSpecs/Grade5TestandItemSpec.pdf

